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Introduction

You might have come across the famous eyes emoji. For some it might represent different emotions

but for us it gives some serious meme vibes so we decided to create the Eyes Emoji token: a token

that combines memes with crypto on Binance Smart Chain.  

We believe in the crypto industry and want to help build the future of meme coins so grab some 

 tokens and enjoy the show!

Our goal to create a fun and sustainable crypto experience while providing security and a safe

space on BSC.



Mission
Our mission is to create a positive impact on the industry by combining the power of memes with

crypto and providing a safe token with a thriving community!

We believe the community plays a key role on the success of any

project and that's why we want to build an inclusive community of

supporters and crypto enthusiasts.

We dream big and will work to line up all the conditions to make this

a super moonshot! We will always be committed to advancing the

adoption and usability of meme coins.



Features

Community
Driven

Low Tax Safety and
Security

Our Token is powered

by it's thriving

community of

supporters 

Everyone loves a good 

low tax token on BSC
100% of the supply

was allocated to LP

and liquidity locked. 



Liquidity

100%

The Eyes Emoji token is a BEP20 token built on the

Binance Chain with safety in mind:

Total Supply: 100 Million 

Token Tax: 5%

Liquidity Locked

Over 24% of the supply Burned

TOkenomics

Token Allocation:

1% 3%

LP Marketing

Tax Distribution:

1%

Buyback & Burn



 BSC Launch 

 Community Building 

 Website v1

 Whitepaper V1

 Initial Marketing 

 Genesis NFTs

Roadmap

PHASE 1
 100k MC

 Utility Release 

 CG/CMC Application 

 BSC Partnerships

 Contests and Competitions

PHASE 2
 Influencer Marketing

 Social Media Marketing

 CEX Listings

 Big Partnerships

 NFT Marketplace 

 MOON

PHASE 3



Our team is composed of experienced meme enthusiasts with a background in blockchain technology,

software development, and business operations. 

We are dedicated to building a fun, inclusive, and safe community-driven space that benefits the

entire meme community.

Team



We welcome all new visitors and meme coin lovers to unite as a strong community. Follow us on our

socials to stay up to date on the latest memes and developments from us:

           Website: https://eyesemoji-bsc.com/

           Twitter: https://twitter.com/EyesEmoji_token

           Telegram: https://t.me/eyesemoji

See you inside the community! 

Socials


